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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM

3.1

Necessity is trivially proved by letting kl(q) = k2(q) = 1.
(Sufficiency): When n is even, let
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Then

It follows from the Hermite-Bieler theorem [6] that iff ' ( s ,q ) is Hurwitz
invariant over Q, then kl(q)h(z,q ) and k2(q)g(z,q ) form a positive pair
for every q E Q; i.e., the zeros of the polynomials k,(q)h(z,g) and
k2(q)g(z,q ) must be distinct, real, negative, and interlaced as follows:

where rn = n/2, ui are zeros of kl(q)h(z,q ) and vi are zeros of
k2(q)g(z,q ) . However, kl(q)h(z,q ) and h(z, 9 ) have the same zeros,
kz(q)g(z,q ) and g(z, q ) have the same zeros. Hence, h(z, q ) and g(z, q )
also form a positive pair for every q E Q. Thus, the Hermite-Bieler
theorem guarantees that

is also Hurwitz invariant over Q.
When n is odd, similar proof leads to the same conclusion.

By assumption the four bounding polynomials of f(s, q ) are Hurwitz, it
follows from the Kharitonov theorem that every polynomial

f ( s ) = a o s n + a l s n - l.+. . +a,;ai E [a,, b;]
is Hurwitz. Since

then, every polynomial

f ( ~ ) = ~ s ~ + a ~ s " - ~ +a,~E. [. a+; a
, b.;;]
is also Hurwitz. Consequently, four bounding polynomials off ' ( s ,q ) are
Hurwitz.
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Abstract-In this note, Kharitonov's theorem on robust Hunvitz
poljmomials is simplified for low-order polynomials. Specifically, for n
= 3, 4, and 5, the number of polynomials required to check robust
stability is one, two, and three, respectively, instead of four. Furthermore, it is shown that for n > 6, the number of polynomials for robust
stability checking is necessarily four, thus further simplification is not
possible. The same simplifications arise in robust Schur polynomials by
using the bilinear transformation. Applications of these simplifications to
two-dimensional polynomials as well as to robustness for single parameters are indicated.

Since Kharitonov's results were first published [I], several papers have
been devoted to extending and interpreting this work. In particular, Bose
[2] advanced a network theoretic proof to Kharitonov's theorem. Bialas
and Garloff [3] have extended the theorem to robustness as a function of a
single parameter. Bose and Zeheb [4]have extended the robusmess results
to Schur polynomials. Bose, Jury and Zeheb have simplified the above
results to determining only sufficient robustness conditions. A full
discrete-time parallel of Kharitonov's results has not yet been obtained.
However, some results in this direction were recently published by Hollot
and Bartlen [6]. As further background results, it is pertinent to mention
the works of Guiver and Bose 171, and Barmish [8].The above indicates
the importance of Kharitonov's theorem in its particular applications
which undoubtedly will motivate further research in the future.
The contents of this paper are devoted to Kharitonov's theorem where it
is shown that for low-order polynomials some simplifications arise.
Specifically, instead of having to test four polynomials for stability, in
order to deduce robust stability, results show that for robust stability
checking of polynomials of degree n = 3 , 4 , 5 , one requires the testing of
only one, two, or three polynomials, respectively. Furthermore, for n 2
6, one normally requires the testing of all the four polynomials, as shown
by Kharitonov, thus further simplification is not possible. We demonstrate
the latter result by invoking the necessary and differing sufficiency
conditions for stability of Lipatov and Sokolov [9].
By using the bilinear transformation as discussed by Bose and Zeheb
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[4] and Bose, Jury, and Zeheb [ S ] , such simplification is also translated to
polynomials associated with discrete-time systems. In many applications,
low-order polynomials often arise, so that the indicated simplification
plays an important role.

that is, if:

then

11. SIMPUFICATIONS FOR n = 3, 4

Before presenting a simplification for Kharitonov's theorem, we first
recall the theorem, as follows.
Kharitonov's Theorem: The polynomials

where the real coefficients ak take any arbitrary value in the closed
interval [uk, uk] are strictly Hurwitz if and only if the following four
polynomials are strictly Hurwitz:

is also satisfied. Hence, the polynomialp,(s) is redundant for the purposes
of checkhg robust stability. Similarly, if the pertinent Hurwitz condition
forp2(s) is satisfied, then the related condition for p4(s) is satisfied. Thus,
the polynomial p4(s) is redundant. Hence, the two pertinent polynomials
are pl(s) and p2(s) in (13) and (14).
Remark 1: In an earlier and different approach by Guiver and Bose [7],
it is indicated that for a quartic equation under coefficient perturbations,
one requires the stability of four polynomials. Apart from coefficient
positivity in these polynomials, conditions of the form of (17) for each
polynomial are needed. Based on the above results, we see that only the
stability conditions for two polynomials are needed (apart from coefficient
positivity). Specifically, the positivity of the forms in [7, (5b) and (Sc)]
are the pertinent ones.

m. SIMPLIFICATIONFOR n

= 5

For the case n = 5, we will show that one needs to check for stability
only three of the Kharitonov polynomials. The proof of this fact is based
on the Hermite-Bieler theorem [1.1] which is used in network theory.
Theorem: If
We will indicate the simplification for monic polynomials; however, for
nonmonic polynomials the same simplification holds. This was mentioned
by Kharitonov [I] and proved by Bose [2]. For n = 2, it is trivial to show
that the robust stability condition is ul, u, > 0. For n = 3, we have

O<u, $ u,,

i = I,

.-.,5

(19)

then the stabihty of

For robusmess

We assume that ui> 0 for all i. Then a necessary and sufficient condition
for (7) to be Hurwitz, given positivity of the ai, is

implies the stability of

Clearly, the above condition is satisfied for all coefficient values defined
by (8) if and onIy if the following single polynomial is strictly Hurwitz:

By virtue of results in [ll], the theorem can be reformulated in terms of
properties of the following four transfer functions:

For n = 4 we have:

We assume that u; > 0 for all i. In this case, we invoke the LienardChipart theorem [lo], [I 11, and we obtain the following necessary and
sufficient stability condition:

(Of course, (12) is only necessary and sufficient given the a priori
assumption that ai > 0 for all i.)
Now the four Kharitonov polynomials are

as follows.
Suppose that the poles and zeros of &(A), Z2(A),Z3(A) are all real and
negative, and possess the interlacing property with a pole closest to the
origin; then the poles and zeros of Z4(h) (which are clearly negative)
possess the same interlacing property.
Remark 2: It is known, see [ll], that the above properties of Z,(X),
Zz(A), and &(A) are equivalent to the Hunvitz properties of the three
polynomials in (20)-(22).
The proof is based on the following two observations:
Observation I: Consider the two polynomials

and
p4(s) = ~ 4 +
u I s 3+ u2s2

+ U ~ Suq.+

(16)

Now it is straightforward to see that if we satisfy the pertinent Hurwitz
condition for p,(s), then the related condition for p3(s) is also satisfied,

Then there exist positive ul, ul, uj, uj, US,and us with
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imply

such that

if and only if a ,

X2+aA+~=~;1[~lh2+~3X+~5]

(29)

X2+yh+6=u;'[ulX2+~3h+~5]

(30)

0 , y, 6 are all positive with

Remark 4: The conclusion of the above observation is that in passing
from h Z + a h + 0 to h 2 + y h + 6 under the constraint (44), the rightmost zero moves left, and the left-most zero moves right by a larger
amount. This will allow us to study the relation between the zeros of u I h 2
+ u3A uj and vlhZ + u3X + US.
Remark 5: We could have chosen the zeros of A2 + yA
6 to be
-xl + el and -xz - ez, with

+

and

+

a 6 3 By.

Proof: Assume (28), (29), and (30). Positivity of a,0, y , and 6 is
immediate. Also,

Proof: Observe that

One can check immediately that a 2 y implies c2 2
calculation gives
Conversely, assume (31) and (32), and positivity of a , 0, y , and 6. Select
ul = 1, and determine u3, u5 by (30).
Select ul such that

2
a

< ul < min (1, 6/B)

<

Ul

a

<

<

x~(x~+E~)<xz(x~-~~).
If

E,

< 0, then

<

(36)

u3/u1

Also, simple

From (42) and (43), we see that

(35)

(inequalities (31) and (32) ensure this is possible). This determines us, u5,
by (29) and we must prove ul
vl, u3 u3, US
v5. From (35) and vl
= 1, we readily have ul
vl. Also, from (35)

E,.

which is a contradiction. Hence, el 2 0.
With these observations in hand, we turn now to the theorem.
Proof of Theorem: Compare first the zeros of Zl(h) m d Z2(h) with
those of Z3(A), i.e., the zeros of A2 + UZX + u4 and X2 + UZA + UJ.
Notice that

hence
123.

(37)

u3

Finally, from (35)

hence

Remark 3: The main point of observation 1 is that it simplifies the
comparison of the pole positions of &(A) with those of Zz(h), Z3(X), in
that we can study just monic polynomials.
Observation 2: Consider two polynomials

and

for a , 0 , y , 6 all positive. Assume both polynomials have distinct negative
real zeros - X I , -xz and -xl - el, -x2 + e2, where without loss of
generality,

Hence, by Observation 2, the zeros of Z3@) lie outside the zeros of Z1(A),
Z2(h) (see Fig. 1). Next, compare the poles of Z1(X)with those of Zz(A)
and Z3(A). These are given by the zeros of u l h 2 + u3X + u5 and of ulh2
+ ujh + us. By combining Observations 1 and 2 , we see that the poles of
Z2(A), Z3(A) lie inside the poles of Z,(A), see Fig. 1 again.
Fig. 1 also reflects the interlacing property of the poles and zeros of
ZlO\), Z2(A), and Z3(X). Note now that the zeros and poles of Z4(X) are
the zeros of Z3 and poles of Z I , respectively. It follows, as depicted in the
figure, that these zeros and poles acquire the interlacing property. This
proves the theorem.
Utilizing the above approach, one can readily show, as indicated earlier
with a different argument, that for n = 4, only two Kharitonov
polynomials are required.
Remark 6: Based on the works of Bose and Zeheb [4], the
simplification for low-order polynomials can be also translated into
discrete-time polynomials, using the bilinear transformation. However,
for the discrete case only sufficient conditions are thereby obtained. Also,
from this work simplified sufficient conditions for two-dimensional
systems can be obtained.
Remark 7: Based on the works of Bose, Jury, and Zeheb 151, the
simplification for low-order polynomials can be translated into the
problem of polynomial robustness as a function of a single parameter.

With ui
Then

< vi, consider the four polynomials
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Choose
1-planes

Notice that

Now observe that

Fig. 1.

Pole-zero patterns of Z l f i ) , Z2(h),Z 3 f i ) , and consequently of Z4(X).

We aim to show that it is always possible to choose the ui, u, with 0 < ui
< vi such that any three of these polynomials are stable, while the fourth
is unstable.
To do this, we shall make use of the following result of Lipatov and
Sokolov. Consider the polynomial

Now choose

and define
Then

XI = a3 , h2

a, 02

55 , X3
a2 a3

a3 a6

a;

a4

.
a4as

, & =-

(59)

<

Then Xi > 1 for some i is a sufficient condition for instability, and Xi
0.4 for all i is a sufficient condition for stability.
We shall show now how to choose u , ui so that P, is unstable, while the
other polynomials are stable.
There are always two successive coefficients of P,(s) for any j of the
e that the associated Xi, call it Xi,, (the second
form ui, u i + ~O. b s e ~ then
index referring to the polynomial), satisfy

Thus, if we choose j = 2, considering Pz(s), we see that u3,uq are among
the coefficients and
u1 u4

X2.2 =

> X2,1,
u2u3

and

h.4.

(61)

We shall now explain how to choose all ui, ui so that
(62)

Xi,j<0.4.

(63)

In the process, we shall ensure that
=u1,

u2=u2.

U 3 + ~ 3 , Uqfu.4, us= U s , U b - U6.

(64)

Choose
u~=u~=u~=v~=I.

In conjunction with (60), these choices ensure that
A3,<0.4, X4j<o.4

VJ.

(82)

It is clear that this argument extends to cover polynomials of arbitrary
order. Hence, the four Kharitonov polynomials are required for n 2 6.

v. CONCLUSION

x2.2 > 1

but otherwise

Ul

Choose

(65)

In this note it is shown that Kharitonov's theorem for robust Hurwitz
polynomials can be simplified for low-order polynomials. Specifically,
for n = 3, 4, and 5, the polynomials needed are one, two, and three
instead of four, given positivity of all coefficients. Also, for n 2 6, the
number of polynomials required in general is four. The proof for n = 3 , 4
is algebraic, while for n = 5 is based on a network theoretic approach.
Also, based on certain necessary and differing sufficiency conditions of
stability as obtained by Lipatov and Sokolov, we showed that no further
simplification of Kharitonov's results is possible for n 2 6. With these
new results, we clarified and extended the results of Kharitonov into a
useful conclusion.
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based on the "principle of the argument" were also recently obtained by
Argoun 1.51, [6].
The main result of this note is given by Theorem 3 which can be
summarized as follows. The perturbed polynomial with known upper
bounds on the coefficient perturbations will remain Hurwitz if and only if
two polynomials of order n / 2 whose coefficients are the perturbed odd
and even coefficients of the original polynomial have no roots in common.
This condition amounts to the necessary and sufficient condition that
certain real frequency bands containing the roots of the above two
polynomials do not overlap. It is shown that the frequency bands related to
the even and odd coefficient perturbed polynomials alternate and the
distance between successive bands is an indication of the margin of
stability for the perturbed polynomial. Theorem 2 of this note gives
another version of the necessary and sufficient condition which allows the
designer maximum freedom in distributing the available error margin
among the polynomial coefficients. The conditions are illustrated by a
numerical example.

n. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the nominal Hunvitz polynomial Po(s)given by

Let the coefficient ao, a , , - .-,a, be subject to unknown but bounded
perturbations 6ai with known upper bounds Aai, i.e.,

We are interested in finding conditions under which the perturbed
polynomial P ( s ) with coefficients ~i = ai Sa,, i = 0, . , n remains
Hurwitz. Substituting s = j o , the polynomial Po(jw)can be written as

+

Frequency Domain Conditions for the Stability of
Perturbed Polynomials
MOHAMMAD B. ARGOUN
Abstract-New necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of
perturbed polynomials of continuous systems are given in the frequency
domain. The conditions are equivalent and in some respects more
powerful than the well-known Kharitonov conditions. The new conditions allow considerable freedom in distributing the available uncertainty
margin among the different coefficients of a polynomial and provide an
indication as to whether the maximum allowable margin of uncertainty
for a given polynomial has been reached.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A fundamental problem in robustness of linear systems is to find upper
bounds on the allowable perturbations in the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of a linear system such that the polynomial remains
Hurwitz. The interest in this problem has greatly increased since the
publication of Kharitonov's celebrated conditions [I] in 1978. These
conditions assert that the perturbed polynomial will remain Hurwitz if and
only if four other extreme polynomials of the same order are also
Hunvitz. While a certain set of perturbation bounds can be checked for
stability using Kharitonov's test, there is no indication as to what extent
those bounds can be increased before the polynomial becomes unstable. In
order to find the maximum allowable perturbation bounds, Barmish [2]
and Bialas and Garloff [3] formulated the bounds in terms of one
parameter, thus restricting the "structure" of the admissible region of
perturbations.
Using a Nyquist-type argument Yeung [4] developed a sufficient
condition for the perturbed polynomial to be stable. Other conditions

-.

where

m = n , I = n - 1 , n even
I = n , m = n - 1, n odd, (4)

i.e., Ro(o)contains the even-power terms of Po(jw)and Qo(w)contains
the odd-power ones. Similar to (4), let R(w) and Q(w) represent the
perturbed even-power and odd-power polynomials, respectively, with Ci
replacing ai in (4).R(w) and Q(w) will in general be given by

where 6R(w) and 6Q(w) are some perturbation polynomials given by

...

where the coefficient perturbations 6ao,
, 6ansatisfy (2).Note that 6,-,
i = 0 , . -., n can be either positive or negative.
Consider now the four extreme polynomials

and
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